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Wisconsin 4-H Hall of Fame 2014

In recognition of the centennial of 4-H in Wisconsin a 4-H Hall of Fame will provide statewide recognition for 4-H volunteers, 4-H pioneers, external collaborating organizations and businesses, community leaders, and retired Cooperative Extension staff who made significant contributions of time, energy, and/or resources to the Wisconsin 4-H Youth Development program on any level exemplifying the following criteria:

1. **Citizenship** as exemplified by participation in civic, community, state, regional and national public service activities evidencing concern for the welfare of others, especially as related to 4-H.
2. **Leadership** as exemplified by qualities of leadership and acceptance of leadership responsibilities in civic, community, professional and business related activities that directly or indirectly benefit 4-H.
3. **Career Accomplishments** as exemplified by accomplishments and success in his/her chosen career and as a mentor or role model.
4. **Character** as exemplified by evidence of the influence of 4-H involvement (if a 4-H alumni or volunteer) in the nominee's life and/or his or her commitment to 4-H.
5. **Other** Information for the selection committee.
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